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When the 9n Fords appeared in the late thirties they were perhaps one of the most important
technological developments in America. This little tractor increased a man's productivity on the
farm by multiples. More modern tractors are available now, but they cost much more, and are
really only a refinement of Henry Ford's and Harry Ferguson's solid, basic idea. What set it apart
from it's rivals of the time was a simple hydraulic system that makes all sorts of attachments
practical: posthole diggers, cement mixers, mowers, blades, scoops, chippers, plows, rakes,
etc. The 9N Ford should be in antique shows because of its age, many are, but most are still in
use today. The 9N, 2N and 8n Ford tractors made a major contribution to American farm history.
Go find one of the old used Ford Tractors and give it a home. The story of the deal between
Henry Ford and Harry Ferguson, which was sealed with only a handshake, has been told so
many times by so many people that no one is exactly sure how it happened. Basically, Harry
Ferguson invented the three-point hitch and Ford agreed to put it on his new Ford 9N tractor.
Called the "Ferguson System", this three-point hitch was put together using a combination of
linkage three different linkage points, two on bottom and one on top and hydraulics. It used to
be that hooking up an implement to a tractor was a major affair. Farmers had hoists and helpers
and all kinds of inovative ways to get that heavy thing hooked up. With the Ferguson System
they need only back up to the implement, hook it up, raise it with the hydraulics and off they
went. The Handshake. The Ford 9N - to The Ford 9N, the first of the "N Series" tractors was born
complete with the first three-point hitch in It was developed as a versatile all-purpose tractor for
the small farm and was exceedingly popular. It went through subtle changes almost every year
of production. For example, in the grille had nearly horizontal bars and the steering box, grille,
battery box, hood, instrument panel and tranny cover were made of cast-aluminum. It had
snap-on radiator and fuel caps. In these caps were changed to the hinged type. In they changed
the grill to steel with vertical bars. Many other changes were made and if you are interested you
may want to purchase a Ford history book that focuses on the N Series. By the end of they had
made so many changes, and had so many more ideas for changes, that they changed the name
of the tractor to the "Ford 2N". Some of the newest features on the Ford 2N were an enlarged
cooling fan with shroud , a pressurized radiator, and eventually sealed-beam headlights. Other
changes were made here and there due to the war. For awhile only steel wheels were available,
and a magneto system was used rather than a battery. When the war ended it went back to what
it had been before. The Ford 2N eventually evolved into the Ford 8N, which officially started it's
production, and they had new tractors for sale in This was also the year the handshake
agreement between Henry Ford and Harry Ferguson was ended regarding the three-point hitch.
Ford would continue using the hitch, but would no longer give Harry any money nor would he
call it the "Ferguson System" any longer. The Ford 2N - to Some of the newest features on the
Ford 2N were an enlarged cooling fan with shroud , a pressurized radiator, and eventually
sealed-beam headlights. The Ford 8N - to The Ford 2N eventually evolved into the Ford 8N,
which officially started it's production, and they had new tractors for sale in This is a test. Do
you see anything wrong? This is typical of several distributors I've gotten in trade that people
have not been able to get to run. Occasionally, it is easier to just swap one of my spares by
mail. When I receive their distributor, the problems are often easy to see. In this case there is a
zinc bolt on top for the condenser terminal rather than the correct special brass screw. Look a
little closer and there is a set of points that may be gapped a little wide and the point contacts
are not properly aligned. A close-up of the point contacts shows how badly aligned these are.
Point contacts that do not hit square and straight will quickly burn and pit. After fixing this same
problem on several sets of points, I believe what has happened is the tooling these are made
with has gotten old. Whatever they use to stamp the point base plate is no longer making a

complete 90 degree bend for the tab that holds the fixed point contact. When things like this are
visible, there are usually other things that are not exactly right. Anything that isn't set exactly as
it should be, is contributing to failure. One of the things I like about these old tractors is being
able to fiddle with things like points. These old engines will usually start telling you they need
service, LONG before they quit running. Tinkering with a tractor that is mostly well-maintained
and runs good is a lot more fun than trying to troubleshoot years of neglect. I get many emails
that start something like, "my tractor was getting harder and harder to start, now it won't start at
all". Why not fix it before the grass is a foot tall or it's snowing an inch an hour? Well, that's nice
in theory, but out in the real world with professional procrastinators like me, maintenance often
takes a back seat to essential activities like drinking beer and throwing darts. Ok, I haven't had a
beer in many years, so don't even have that excuse. Modern cars have spoiled us. We are losing
the ability to pay attention. It is often impossible to say "the" problem is air cleaner, points,
condenser, plugs, wires, cap, ignition switch, etc. By the time I get any "won't-start" tractor
running again, I've fixed several things that could have been "the" problem. If you suspect
points, it only takes a minute to check them on a side distributor engine. Maybe 2 minutes for a
front distributor. You can try popping the front cap and using a mirror to get a look, but I'm
going to just pull the front distributor, and replace it with a spare. If I'm working on a side
distributor, I get something to sit on, or sit on the tire. You should have a set of ignition point
files in your tool box, on the tractor. These are small, thin, flexible files, with a square tip that is
easy to slip between the points. In fact, a good "point file" really isn't a file, it is a burnisher. The
purpose is to clean and polish rather than remove lots of material. If the points look discolored
or wet, just running the file through them a few times is often enough to get a tractor started. Do
this with the points closed, using normal spring tension to polish both contact surfaces at the
same time. If this gets the tractor started, mark it on your list to completely service the
distributor as soon as possible. While messing with the points, grab the end of the distributor
shaft and see if there is any side play. Watch the points and see if the gap is changing while
trying to move the shaft side to side. These engines are 50 to 70 years old. It might have been a
L O N G time since the last distributor rebuild. If the shaft is badly worn, you might need a new
one. That's a little more expensive. If rebuilding is beyond your ability, rebuilt or new
distributors are available. A sloppy distributor shaft is nothing but trouble. It needs to be fixed
as soon as possible. Check inside of distributor cap for dirt, moisture, or carbon tracking.
Usually the cap can just be wiped out with a rag. Clean any deposits from the springy terminal
on top of the rotor. Look at the end terminal of the rotor and the spark plug terminals inside the
cap. Look for deposits or signs of actual contact. The end of the rotor should get close but
never actually touch the terminals inside the cap. This is a high voltage system. A spark hot
enough to jump the spark plug gap under pressure in the cylinder is plenty hot enough to jump
a gap between rotor and distributor terminals. Back in the bad old days we could buy clear
plastic distributor caps. It was really cool to watch the operation of the points and actually see
sparks going to each spark plug wire. If it looks like the rotor has hit some of the spark plug
terminals in the cap, check the distributor shaft bushings again. There have been cases where a
new rotor has hit terminals inside the distributor cap. This usually causes the distributor cap to
crack or break completely apart. Replacement rotors and caps from the land of almost fits
continue to cause problems. One suggestion is to buy a new cap and rotor at the same time
from the same place. This should have a better chance that they will be a matched set. Even
better, buy tractor parts from a specialty supplier such as just8ns. In some cases it may cost a
little more for parts that appear to be identical, but the specialty suppliers have a much bigger
incentive to maintain quality control of their parts inventory. Buyer Beware Cheap Tractor Parts
are exactly that, cheap parts. We used to routinely replace points and condenser on cars.
Tractors don't get driven nearly as many miles or as fast. There is much less wear and tear.
Points and condenser can often remain in service on a tractor for several years. In fact. Look at
the surface of the points. A magnifying glass may be required. If the surface looks smooth, the
condenser is good, and the correct rating. Don't change the condenser unless there appears to
be some other problem like rust. If the points are pitted and burned looking, replace the
condenser. If you see a slight bulge on one side and a matching dimple on the other contace,
that is normal for a set that has been run a while. Carefully check the terminal for the condenser
wire and where the points connect to the coil. These connections must be clean, solid and
completely insulated from any other metal. Are they making point contacts out of something
other than a tungsten alloy? Before electronic ignitions became standard, point contacts were
made of a Tungsten alloy. Point contacts were solid tungsten material all the way thru. Later,
bonded point contacts appeared. These had a small bit of tungsten material welded to a cheaper
base material. They were generally considered inferior to solid contacts, but any performance
difference was insignificant. We still filed those with no problems because the rubbing blocks

would wear down long before we could file completely thru the contact material. The type of
material used for rubbing blocks varied quite a bit and some "racing" points had more spring
tension than stock replacement points. Some of those could wear the rubbing blocks down in a
hurry. I have a nice set of point files and polishers that have probably been around since the
Model T and they have always been considered the right tool for the job. Are modern
replacement points different? I don't know, but I believe point contacts are still being made of a
tungsten alloy, so filing and polishing them with a proper set of point files should restore the
contact surfaces like new. Do not use sandpaper, matchbook covers, paper bags or other things
to clean point contacts. These will leave grit and fibers behind. Point contacts are tungsten
alloy. This material is very hard. Tungsten blanks for ignition points start as powdered metal
that is compressed and heated to fuse the powder. Then the material is post-forged to refine the
structure. As with any manufacturing process there are less-expensive methods that result in a
finished product that may not be as completely fused. The manufacturer may decide post
forging is unnecessary for the intended use. Tungsten is heavy. Tungsten blanks intended to be
machined into darts or balance weights do not need to be the higher quality post forged
material. There is absolutely nothing to stop a manufacturer from using lower-quality tungsten
blanks to make ignition points. The lower quality material erodes and oxidizes faster. As to filing
vs using an abrasive, they sold metal point files for a reason! If you use anything other than a
metal point file, it can leave behind microscopic particles of non-conductive material. The
correct point gap for a front distributor is 0. For a side distributor it is 0. I've adjusted many sets
of points in a bunch of different engines over the years. I can tell just by looking at them if they
are close enough to run, but I'm still going to use the proper size feeler gauge to set them as
close as possible to perfect. The wire type gap gauges are easier to use, but a flat type feeler
gauge can be just as accurate. These engines seem a bit picky and always start and run better
when I take the time to do this as perfect as possible. Looking at the guts in the distributor, the
points are bolted to a flat plate under the rotor. The rotor should easily pull straight off. If this is
a side distributor engine, watch out for a small spring clip. The clip should stay on the
distributor shaft but may get stuck inside the rotor. Don't lose that clip! The spring clip is what
keeps the rotor tight. The distributor shaft has a flat spot that corresponds to the hole in the
rotor, so the rotor only fits one way. If you have the front distributor on your work bench, ignore
this paragraph. For side distributor engines, make sure the tractor is in neutral, then bump the
starter until it stops with the points open. It is ideal when the high point on the distributor cam
stops right on the rubbing block of the points. The mechanical advance in the distributor will
allow the distributor shaft to be turned slightly if it stops just a little off the peak. The distributor
has a mechanical advance mechanism under the plate. No need to remove the plate to look at
the mechanism, unless you are rebuilding the distributor. With the front distributor, we avoid all
this. We take the distributor to the workbench, get comfortable and turn the distributor shaft
anywhere we want it. Once we have the rubbing block sitting on a point of the distributor cam,
check the gap between the two pieces of contact material. What we are measuring is the
maximum distance the distributor cam can open the points. If we are replacing the points, they
are held to the timing plate in the distributor by a screw at each end of the fixed point bracket.
Ignore the screw in the middle of the point strap on the front distributor. That is a special
eccentric screw that is used when adjusting the points. The side distributor does not have this
simple eccentric screw adjuster, the side distributor has a notch in the points that can be pried
with a flat blade screwdriver to help set the gap. Install the points in the distributor with the
mounting screws loose, so the plate can still move in the slotted holes. On the front distributor,
the eccentric bolt in the middle can now be turned to "set" the proper gap. With the side
distributor we have to manually pry the points until the gap is correct. Tighten the screws and
re-check the gap. It probably moved a bit. Loosen the screws and try again. If the points closed
a bit, try starting with a little too much gap. It often takes several whacks, but this has to be
done correctly. Almost right, isn't good enough. What happens if the point screws are stripped
and will not hold tight? There are two options: buy a whole new breaker plate assembly or try
replacing the screws with the next larger size. Be very careful with that length. Longer screws
will interfere with the rotating advance weights below the top plate. If your top plate already has
the larger screws, it's time for a new top plate assembly. The front distributor top plate
assembly should come with a new bushing already installed and a new set of points. Optimized
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wires by AIP Electronics, click here. The front mount distributor on the 9N, 2N and early 8N
tractors was a victim of bad publicity. I believe most of the bad publicity was caused by folks
who were afraid to remove the distributor and attempted to service it in-place. That is not
impossible, but much more difficult. Remove two bolts, and it comes right off. You can even
undo the clamps and leave the cap and coil attached to the tractor. There is no need to
disconnect the coil wire or plug wires. I usually go ahead and take everything to the bench. The
entire assembly is more difficult to get out past the fan and belts. Yes, it is possible to remove
the distributor assembly with coil and cap already attached. That is generally the way I install
the distributor. For removal, I usually undo the clamps and wires to remove each piece. That's
just what I do and seems easiest to me. Remove Wire to Coil. Pry bail forward and remove Coil.
Pull spark plug wires out of cap, release clips, and remove Distributor Cap. Note position of
rotor. Snap a photo or draw a picture. This will help reinstall the distributor, as long as the
engine doesn't get cranked while the distributor is off. Two small bolts hold the distributor on.
Move to the other tire, remove the other bolt and fish the distributor out from the fan and belt.
Don't worry too much if you forget to record the position of the rotor, or someone cranks the
engine with the distributor off. It's not that hard to find the correct position later. Turn the
distributor around and look at the back side. You will see the offset tang that engages the
camshaft. The offset is obvious when you look directly at the back-side of the distributor. If this
is an original casting, it will have an arrow cast into the back face showing distributor shaft
rotation. If no arrow, it's a replacement aftermarket casting. That's ok, the replacement
distributors seem to be decent quality. One of my spares is aftermarket. I just drew my own
arrow with a sharpie. Shaft rotation is clockwise, when looking at the back-side. Mostly it's the
front bushing, the little one, right behind the rotor, that holds the end of the distributor shaft.
Rotate the distributor shaft until the points are open, then watch the points while trying to move
the distributor shaft side to side. If you can see the point gap change, the bushing is worn and
needs to be replaced. No problem. That just means we get to have a little more fun with the

distributor. Remove the rotor. Pay attention to how the condenser wire connects to the points.
Disconnect the condensor wire and remove the points. If the condenser and wire look good I
leave them alone for now. If the front bushing seemed tight enough and the tractor was running
well, you may just want to put new points in there. If bushings need to be replaced, or
distributor is so filthy full service is needed, proceed with disassembly. The advance
mechanism is under the top plate. Remove the screw and timing plate on the side of the
distributor. The entire points and top plate assembly is held in the distributor body by a large
wire clip that runs most of the way around the inside of the distributor. Take a photo or
remember how that wire clip is positioned. It should pry out fairly easy with a small screwdriver
or grab one end with pliers to pull it out of the groove. Start at one end and work the clip out.
The timing plate, distributor shaft, and everything else shoudl then pull right out IF you actually
took the timing screw and timing plate off. Pull timing plate off the distributor shaft. Clean
everything thoroughly. Check all the spring tabs, weights, and rivets. Make sure the advance
weight mechanism works smoothly. The weights should swing out away from the distributor
shaft smoothly, and spring tabs on each weight should pull them back smoothly. The next
photo shows the advance weights and distributor shaft assembly completely taken apart. There
is no need to go this far unless the parts are really dirty, and won't move smoothly. If you do
need to take everything apart, the shaft assembly is held together by small spring clips. Use a
small pick tool to work one end of the clip out of the groove, then continue around until the clip
is out. Look for scored shafts, bent or broken spring tabs, and loose bushings. Each moving
part should fit snug and still move freely. Bushings can be replaced. Other parts can be
purchased separately, but if too many parts need replacing, it might be better to use this one for
parts and buy a replacement distributor. Most of the time all this stuff needs is a good cleaning.
Brake or carb cleaner can help remove varnish deposits. Reassemble distributor shaft assembly
with a very light coat of engine oil on moving parts. There were two extra parts in that photo.
One is the special screw that connects the condenser terminal to the points and provides a
place for the coil springy terminal to connect. These screws get lost, worn out, or broken and
are impossible to find. This is a pack of the thumb screws I found that happen to be the right
size to make replacements for the special screw. The new bushing can be used to press out the
old one as it goes in. Apply pressure only to the bushing and the immediate edge of the bracket.
Do not press with the support bracket unbraced. It is easy to bend the bracket out of alignment.
Do that and you will need a new distributor plate assembly. Find a short bolt that fits snugly
inside the bushing. Select a 12 point socket that the new bushing barely drops inside. Remove
the points from the breaker plate. Turn the breaker plate upside down on the open end of that
socket. Put the bolt thru the new bushing, and then into the old bushing. The bolt will be used
as a bushing driver. Never bang or press directly on a new bushing or bearing. Work slowly with
a hammer or press. The new bushing will slip into place as the old one goes into the socket.
This may still have created a small ridge on the edges of the new bushing. Test-fit the
distributor shaft in the new bushing. It should be a snug fit. If it's too tight, a round file can be
used to carefully chamfer any bumps that may have formed at the edge of the bushing when
driving it in. Check the larger bushing in the distributor body. This one is usually ok. Put
distributor shaft in bushing and check for an side play. If bushing is loose, replace the same
way as described for the front bushing. Lubricate new bushings with a very light coating of
motor oil. Just a little, we don't want motor oil getting all over the points. Place the distributor
shaft in the distributor. Put the breaker plate in with the timing screw lined up with the hole in
the distributor body. The bracket for the timing screw should be visible somewhere within the
slot in the distributor body where the timing plate and screw goes. Do not install the small
timing plate or timing screw yet. First, install the big wire clip on top of the breaker plate. The
flat side of the clip aligns with the timing screw bracket. Make sure all of the clip goes all the
way into the groove. Wipe off any oil that may have been pushed out of the bushings. Install the
points loose. The points have two main pieces. There is a base plate with fixed contact, and a
movable contact arm held in place with a small cotter-pin. The base plate has a center slot that
fits over a bolt head, then is secured in place with a screw at each end. Leave those screws
slightly loose for now. That center bolt head is an eccentric cam that is used to set the point
gap. Turn that screw head, and watch the point base plate move back and forth. The main
reason we left the timing screw out is so we can rotate the breaker plate far enough to get a
screwdriver on both screws that attach the points spring and condenser contact. Just rotate the
plate until a screwdriver will work thru the hole in the top of the distributor body. Don't install
the timing plate and screw yet. Carefully inspect the installation of the points spring, copper
foils, condenser wire, and special top screw. The two screws that these items attach to must be
completely insulated from the rest of the distributor metal. The arrows and red line in the photo
above show where a copper foil strip connects the two terminals. Make absolutely certain that

nothing in that area can touch any other metal in the distributor. The special top screw may
have been replaced with something else. The screw was not available as a replacement part
when I first created this rebuild page. The special brass screw can now be found at just8ns. Part
No. The ones I've been making are a little different, but they work for me. Set the point gap to
exactly 0. The manuals often state a range of 0. With the screws at either end of the points
slightly loose, turn the eccentric screw in the middle to set the correct gap. Tighten the screws
at each end. Check the gap again to make sure the points didn't move. They usually do. If they
moved open or closed, loosen the screws and adjust the points slightly more or less than
perfect, so when the screws are tight the adjustment will be perfect. This process nearly always
takes a few whacks. If either points screw is stripped, the fix is to replace with a slightly larger
diameter screw. The replacement will be a very short length screw. That length should not any
longer than necessary to engage the threads in the top plate. Longer screws will interfere with
the rotating advance weights below the top plate. Screws that are too long can be cut off and
used. If your top plate already has the larger diameter screws, it may be time for a new top plate
assembly. If the tractor was running ok and all you did is replace the points, the timing is
probably ok right where it is, but it only takes a minute or two to check. Less than that if you are
fortunate enough to have a jig such as the one made by The Old Hokie, Dan Allen. Browse the N
Board at ntractorclub. Once set, the timing should not change. However, low quality
replacement parts make it more and more important to check everything. Some people have run
into parts that simply do not fit right. There are cases where people had to enlarge holes or drill
new ones to get a set of points to fit! Try to buy the highest quality replacement parts available.
Return or throw away parts that do not fit right. The time inferior parts will cost often just ain't
worth trying to use them. It is not a good thing when we find ourselves modifying original parts
to make inferior replacement parts work. Sometimes there are no other options. While you have
the distributor on the bench, its easy to check and set timing. The point gap must be set first
before setting timing, so go back to the previous paragraph and do that if you skipped it. Place
a straightedge on the wide side of the tang on the distributor shaft as shown in the photo. The
distributor points should just be starting to open. If not, turn the timing plate until the points are
just beginning to open. This will remove any slop in the advance parts. That is correct for these
engines. Is it just me or does this timing adjustment look like something the engineers came up
with after the distributor was designed and hundreds were in production? It seems obvious that
if timing had been considered prior to production, a timing mark of some sort would have been
cast into the distributor body. This looks like a big OOPS that generated a mountain of memos
before someone came up with a solution that allowed production to continue. The arrows
showing distributor shaft normal rotation help prevent confusion when flipping the distributor
from front to back. This is why we left the timing screw out when the breaker plate was installed.
Install the small timing plate and tighten the screw. I'm not that lucky. Most of the made in China
replacement points available today are not exactly the same as the original points. In many
cases there will not be enough length to the timing slot to get the timing set correctly. There are
two solutions. Buy a different set of points and start over - or - Disassemble the distributor,
remove the timing plate, distributor shaft, and carefully file the timing slot longer in the direction
it needs to go. I've done this a few times with a rat tail file in about 30 seconds. File a little more
than necessary to allow some extra adjustment. The cast housing material is soft and files away
easily, so don't get carried away. This is one of the things that happens when points are not
made exactly to specifications. Filing the slot to set the timing will move the special screw off to
the side. This makes it more likely there will be problems getting good contact between the
coiled springy terminal on the bottom of the coil and this screw. Don't get turned around
flipping the coil over and bend anything the wrong way. Bend the coiled terminal by prying
between the individual coils so the solder joint does not come loose. Here's another part I
couldn't buy, so I made a few. When the timing slot has to be filed, the original timing plate can
become too short to completely cover the slot. It turns out 16ga exhaust pipe is the correct
thickness. Cut to lengths just over 1" long. Drill hole for the timing screw offset to match the
original and ofset to allow more plate to cover the slot. Match curve to an original part or side of
distributor body. Grind to final size by bolting a stack together with an original in the middle as
a guide. Leave one side longer to cover the slot if necessary. Stamp timing marks in slightly
wider side, aligned with the bolt hole. Three marks was the best I could do with the stamping set
I have. It should be possible to do 7 equally spaced holes like the original. This is good enough
for me. The timing marks don't really serve any purpose if you time the distributor as shown in
the manual. The marks might help jog my memory when these turn up in my parts bin several
years from now. Before installing the distributor on the engine, use a test light or ohmmeter to
check that the points are opening and closing electrically. Place one test lead on the hollow
screw where the condenser wire connects. Place the other test lead on the distributor housing.

Turn the distributor shaft and make sure you can see the points open and close. Check wire
connections and copper flex strip for shorts. Drag a point file between the points until any
varnish is scraped off, and they are working. TIP: A point file isn't really a file. A proper point file
is really a burnisher. They are usually about 3 inches long, very flexible, with a square tip to
help get it started between the points. A burnisher cleans and polishes the contact surfaces
using normal spring pressure as it is drawn thru the points. Recently, a no-start condition with
my side-distributor 8N was eventually diagnosed to a build-up of something on the points. They
showed closed with a test light, but actually had some electrical resistance when closed. There
was just enough resistance the coil would not fire. This was not fixed until an actual fine tooth
file was run thru the points to scrape them clean. Once they were showing zero resistance
closed, the burnisher was used to remove file marks and polish the points. Problem solved, it
started right up. Don't ask how many times the points were checked and how many other things
were cleaned or replaced before this problem was found. As mentioned previously, I have found
it easier to reinstall the entire distributor fully assembled. It's a little more difficult to get it past
the belt and fan blades, but I find that easier than assembling the cap and coil after the
distributor is on the engine. When installing the distributor, the slot in the end of the camshaft
front of motor is offset. The tang on the distributor will only mate easily to the slot on the
camshaft one way. If you have it lined up correctly, the distributor will fit flush to the motor and
the two bolts will go in easy. If the tang isn't aligned and in the slot, the distributor will not fit
flush to the front of the engine. If you put the bolts in and force it, the casting on the distributor
will break. These engines can be very sensitive to timing and need to be very close to dead-on
Top Dead Center for it to start easily and run right. If the point gap is set perfectly and the timing
is adjusted exactly as shown in the manual, they should start and run well. Miss just a little bit
on either adjustment and you can "fix" it by making a slight adjustment to timing without
removing the distributor. Loosten the timing lock screw, shift the timing about half a mark,
tighten the bolt and see if that helped. This simple trial and error approach, making small
adjustments one at a time and then testing the results, is often the best way to find that perfect
final adjustment. No two engines are exactly the same, and factory settings can be tweaked
slightly. The key is to keep track of each change so you can undo the change if there was no
improvement or things got worse. Fortunately, my 2N is perfectly happy with the distributor set
up on the bench. AIP Electronics contacted me and offered to send one of their replacement
electronic front distributors and Dragon Fire high energy ignition wires for evaluation. There is
no shortage of projects for my average weekend, but it would be really great to know there are
some good replacement parts available. Plus, there aren't many things easier to swap than the
front distributor. For people who struggle with getting everything inside a distributor the way it
needs to be, this distributor could be a bolt-on miracle. We discussed wires a bit. For the
original ignition with points, the best wires have always been solid core non-resistor wire. The
solid core has zero resistance and is a very durable type of wire. Durability is very important for
a tractor. There are usually no sensitive electronics or radios on these tractors, so the best
choice is still the solid core type wire. However, if the distributor has been upgraded with an
electronic module rather than points, solid-core, non-suppression wire can cause problems or
even damage the electronic module. Electronic ignition and radios in cars made suppression
type wire necessary. The most common type has a core that looks like dark grey or black fibers
rather than copper or stainless steel wire. That carbon core is not very durable and breaks down
in use, especially when exposed to the elements on a tractor. The resistor wire reduces spark
energy to the plugs and only gets worse with age. Some of the newer high-quality spark plug
wire is made with a very fine spiral-wound conductor core. The Dragon Fire ignition wires
provided by AIP electronics are advertised as "high energy" but the specifications also mention
a fairly high ohms per foot resistance. I put my ohmmeter on these wires and got almost exactly
ohms per foot, but any low voltage resistance measured with a normal DC ohmmeter is not
properly measuring how well high voltage spark energy will pass thru the wire. The best way I
have to test that is to stick them on my tractor and see what happens. OK, confession time. The
packaging and products all say "Dragon Fire". They should get 5 stars just for the name!
Everything from AIP Electronics came well packaged and looks very high quality. The
fully-assembled distributor, coil, and cap looks great. There is an extra wire run out of the
distributor body for the electronic module. Not sure why it has a ring terminal. The wire length
and ring terminal seem to imply that this wire should be connected to the terminal on top of the
coil, but I know it won't work that way. This electronic distributor requires a separate wire from
the junction block that is switched by the ignition key, but does not go thru the ignition resistor.
The coil will still be connected to the wire from the ignition resistor. The cast housing and
machine work is very nicely done. As a true test of what many people expect to do, I should just
stick this distributor on my tractor and see what happens. Sorry, I've never done that and can't

force myself to do it now. Taking a few minutes to see what this looks like inside might head-off
a problem before it happens. It's better to tinker now than troubleshoot gremlins later. It only
takes a few seconds to pop the clamps and see what we have. The gaskets are impressive.
There is an O-ring in a slot on the distributor cap and the coil has what appears to be a silicone
gasket. There is even a dust cover under the rotor. Nicely Done! I'm glad I looked! Oops, there is
one minor assembly issue. There is a wire laying against the support bracket for the front
bushing. This isn't an immediate problem, the distributor would work fine until vibration
eventually caused that wire to become grounded. How long that would take is unknown, but
adding a second zip tie only takes a few seconds to prevent a future problem. This is the new
distributor next to an original distributor. Note the two holes drilled into the bushing area on the
original. Those holes are so engine oil splash can easily get to the distributor shaft and
bushing. Most aftermarket distributors don't have these holes. The distributors seem to work ok
without those oil passages. That may simply be due to much better modern oil technology.
Engineers may have decided the additional oil was unnecessary and could cause other
problems if it got into the distributor. The original distributors also have a recess machined
around the flange that goes into the engine. This helps the gasket stay in place while the
distributor is being positioned on the engine. That brings up a point, the new distributor did not
come with a new gasket to go between the distributor and engine. Most people probably won't
have one of those hanging on the wall with other tractor parts and gaskets. Another thing that
should be checked is to make sure the coiled springy terminal under the coil is making good
contact with the brass screw. Even though this distributor doesn't have points, it still relies on
that connection. With the cap off, set the coil on the distributor, look in there and make sure that
connection is good. The point of the spring should make contact with maybe a millimeter or so
to compress the spring. If the spring needs to be extended, pinch between the individual coils
with a pair of side cutters. Do not yank on it and destroy the solder connection! Check timing.
Ok, I tried. Attach a handy timing jig and even though there are no points, it is possible to use a
small nail or scrap steel to see where the magnet is in relation to the module. This appears to be
retarded a bunch, but since I'm not sure exactly when the magnet causes the spark to fire, I'm
going to assume the timing was properly set by the factory. Did you notice the highlighted
cylinder numbers on the cap? Little things like that can head-off mistakes. It's way too easy to
get turned around and hook things up backwards. Running that new wire took longer than
anything else. I wanted the wire in the harness with the other wires. It took a while to pull the
covers off the harness and tuck the new wire inside. Disconnect the battery when making wiring
connections to avoid shorting something out with a wrench. The new spark plug wires seem to
be good quality. They have a center spiral conductor that is wound around a core, then covered
with insulation. I normally recommend changing spark plug wires one at a time, so the timing
doesn't get mixed up. If you are still sticking all the wires in the original conduit tube, they have
to be pulled thru the tube before putting the distributor boots and terminals on. There is no way
to accomplish that one at a time, so mark the wires and make sure they go in the right
distributor holes. This set of wires would also work fine for the side distributor engine. There
are two extra terminals, two boots and a plenty of extra wire that can be used to make a coil
wire. The solid core wires that came off were checked to see if they were the right length or if a
change would work better. Cut new wires to length, plus about an inch that will be stripped for
terminals. Slide the boots on and attach the terminals. The 12 wire hole on a wire stripper
worked really well to strip everything but the center spiral conductor. It was a bit tricky to get
that fat spark plug wire properly centered in the stripper. When crimping the terminals, make
sure the gripper points on the terminal have been buried in the insulation. Do this right and the
terminals will stay on when they are pulled from the distributor later. Make sure distributor wires
and plug wires are not going to get rubbed by the fan belt. Check firing order again. Yes, the
distributor was swapped, a new ignition wire was added, and new plug wires were installed right
where the tractor was sitting. It was a nice day with no threat of rain for a change. The
distributor went back on the engine easy once I got the tang properly aligned. If you are
struggling to get a distributor to fit flush, rotate the distributor shaft degrees and try again. It
will go on extremely easy if aligned properly. If you listen carefully you can hear a little lean
burn pop, pop-pop sound soon after the engine was fired up with the new distributor. That went
away when I throttled up to run the cutter. The test drive was about 10 minutes with the cutter
on trails I cut frequently. The tractor ran at least as good as before. Can't say there was much
difference, but that is expected since the tractor was running fine before we started. When I ran
the idle back down, the lean burn popping was gone and it didn't seem to be running lean. The
engine seemed to idle down smoother than before the swap. It might be good to readjust the
carb and see if it now wants a slightly richer mixture. That might hint that the engine is making a
little more power. Even if true, I'm not going to get all excited, nothing will change the fact that

this is a 25 horsepower tractor. We won't be doing any smoky burnouts. In my opinion, the
electronic distributor by AIP Electronics is very well made and should work well right out of the
box. This distributor may solve problems for people who struggle to set points and all the other
things that can go wrong inside the front distributor. In addition, the tractor was started and
driven around a few times, just for fun. I am convinced the tractor needed a slightly richer
mixture with the electronic distributor. Fuel consumption and power seem normal for this
tractor. Optimized for Firefox. All Tradenames and Trademarks referred to on these web pages
are the property of their respective trademark holders. None of these trademark holders are
affiliated with this web site, nor is this site sponsored or endorsed by them in any way. All email
addresses for this web site are set to agressively block ALL unsolicited advertising, sales
pitches, nuisance web service offers, and other spam messages. I do not, and will not respond
to the few that manage to make it thru the filters. If you have any questions, or problems with
this site, please send me a message:. Take the distributor, cap, and coil where you can get
comfortable and have good light. Put boot on and shove out of the way. Use terminal to
determine length. Cut back insulation leaving core. Fold core back along wire. Start wire into
terminal and push. Wire end should be near end of terminal. Center conductor should be in full
contact. Use pliers or a special crimper to lock terminal in place. Move boot close to terminal.
Optimized for Firefox All Tradenames and Trademarks referred to on these web pages are the
property of their respective trademark holders. Rear View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. How
much is your farm tractor worth? Find resale prices for tractors built from through today, with
complete specifications and serial numbers. Do you have to take the hood off? Looks really
hard to change points, condenser and cap thanks. Mine is a front mount and it is not fun to get
to but you can. Just unhook the wires, remember or draw a diagram of how they go back in,
take it off and then take it to a bench. You can take the old out and put the new in then. It can be
a real fun job to put back. Good luck. You don't need to take the other stuff off though. Just take
your time and work around it. I removed a generator to get it out of the way, and took the
distributor off from the carbuerator side. Good Luck. Scott Brockmann. I take one off on each
side of the tractor. The one on the generator side is easy, the one on the other side isn't easy to
see, but feel around and you'll find it. Have to use a wrench I can never fit a socket in becaus
the fan blade is in the way. YOu can disconnect the coil, or just take off the thing that holds it to
the distributor. W Be sure to mark the back of the distributor to make sure it goes back in the
same way. There is a slot that the back of the distributor fits in.. Pull it off take it in the house
and change the points and condensor that way. It isn't hard, just takes time. Loosening the
generator helps on that side The Ford 9N is equipped with a 2. The Ford 9N utility tractor used
the Ford engine. The compression ratio rating is 6. This engine produced The distillate engine
with the compression ratio rating of 4. The Ford 9N is equipped with manual steering,
differential mechanical shoe brakes, open operator sta
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